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In contrast to the general thought that the collisions are intrinsically dephasing in nature and detrimental
to quantum entanglement at room or higher temperatures, here, we show that in the conventional ladder-
type electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) configuration, when the probe field intensity is not
very weak as compared to the pump field, the entanglement between the bright pump and probe fields
can be remarkably enhanced with the increase of the collisional decay rates in a moderate range in an
inhomogeneously broadened atomic system. The strengthened entanglement results from the enhancement
of constructive interference and suppression of destructive interference between one-photon and multi-
photon transition pathways. Our results clearly indicate that the collisions offer a promising alternative to
enhance entanglement at room or higher temperatures despite of the dephasing nature, which provides great
convenience for experimental implementation, and opens new prospects and applications in realistic
quantum computation and quantum information processing.
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It is generally thought that the collisions are dephasing
in nature and detrimental to quantum coherence and inter-
ference as well as to squeezing and entanglement at room
or higher temperatures. However, the collision-induced
quantum effects have been extensively studied. The
pressure-induced extra resonance resulted from collision-
aided quantum interference was investigated first by
Bloembergen in four-wave mixing (FWM) [1,2] and then
by Grynberg in nonlinear spectroscopy [3]. The quantum
interference between two collision-assisted excitation path-
ways has been demonstrated in both the frequency and
time domains [4–6]. It was pointed out that the nature of
quantum interference in the various three-level systems
critically depends on the excitation scheme and the dephas-
ing collisions can even change the nature [7,8]. More-
over, the control of coherent population transfer can be
achieved via the collision-assisted electromagnetically
induced transparency (EIT) and electromagnetically
induced absorption (EIA) with the stimulated Raman
adiabatic passage technique [9].
On the other hand, the generation of squeezing and

entanglement only with the existence of suitable dephasing
rates has also been investigated. It was shown that the
realization of electromagnetically induced entanglement
[10] and electromagnetically induced squeezing of atomic
spin [11] would rely on suitable coherence decay rate of the
lower doublet in the traditional Λ-type EIT configuration,
and no squeezing or entanglement would exist with zero
dephasing rate. This counterintuitive behavior has also
been observed for the generation of pump-probe intensity
correlation [12] and squeezed or entangled states of

light [13,14] in the Λ-type coherent population trapping
(CPT) or EIT configuration.
Motivated by the EIA via incoherent collisions in

Ref. [8], we present a convenient and efficient way to
enhance the bipartite entanglement between the bright
pump and probe fields via incoherent collisions in the
inhomogeneously broadened ladder-type atomic system.
We show that when the probe field intensity is not very
weak as compared to the pump field, the degree of the
bipartite entanglement can be dramatically enhanced with
the increase of the collisional decay rates in a moderate
range due to the collision-assisted one-photon and multi-
photon quantum interference. This method would greatly
facilitate the generation and enhancement of bipartite
entanglement between bright light fields at room or higher
temperatures, and may find broad and potential applica-
tions in practical quantum information processing.
The considered ladder-type three-level atomic system

driven by a strong coherent pump field and a relatively
weak probe field denoted by the quantum operators a2 and
a1, is shown in Fig. 1(a), where the levels 1, 2, and 3
correspond, respectively, to the levels 5S (F ¼ 3), 5P3=2,
and 5D5=2 of the 85Rb atom. The probe (pump) field with
frequency ω1 (ω2) couples the levels 1 and 2 (levels 2
and 3) with the frequency detuning Δ1 ¼ ω1 − ω21

(Δ2 ¼ ω2 − ω32). We denote 2γ1 (2γ2) as the population
decay rates from level 2 to level 1 (level 3 to level 2), and γij
(i ≠ j) as the coherence decay rate between levels i and j.
Apart from the radiative relaxation, the atoms also undergo
collisions, and the collision-induced coherence decay rate
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between levels i and j is denoted by γijp (i ≠ j). In what
follows, we take into account the quantum features of both
the pump and probe fields, and examine the bipartite
entanglement between the two bright light fields in the
inhomogeneously broadened ladder-type atomic system
under different collisional damping rates.
The interaction Hamiltonian of the system in the

rotating-wave approximation has the form [15–17],

V̂ ¼ −ℏN
L

Z
L

0

dz
�
Δ1σ22ðz; tÞ þ ðΔ1 þΔ2Þσ33ðz; tÞ

þ g1a1ðz; tÞσ21ðz; tÞ þ g2a2ðz; tÞσ32ðz; tÞ þH:c:
�
; ð1Þ

where N is the total number of atoms in the interaction
volume, g1ð2Þ ¼ μ12ð23Þε1ð2Þ=ℏ is the atom-field coupling
constant with μ12ð23Þ being the dipole moment for the 1–2
(2–3) transition, and ε1ð2Þ ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ℏω1ð2Þ=2ϵ0V

p
being the elec-

tric field of a single probe (pump) photon, ϵ0 is the free space
permittivity, and V is the interaction volume with length L
and beam radius r. The Heisenberg-Langevin equations and
the coupled propagation equations are similar to those in
Ref. [10], except that the two fields are applied in the
counterpropagating configuration so as to eliminate the two-
photon Doppler effect for the present case.
As is well known, the successful generation of entan-

glement using initially coherent light fields in an atomic
system critically relies on the strong nonlinear interaction
(e.g., FWM process) of light fields with atoms. In fact,
FWM has proven to be an efficient process to produce
entanglement, as demonstrated by the generation of
entangled Stokes and anti-Stokes photons in the Λ-type
atomic system [18–25]. With this in mind, and based on the
collision-induced EIA in Ref. [8], we try to test the bipartite
entanglement between the pump and probe fields with
comparable intensity under different collisional decay rates
shown in Fig. 1(a). With the similar analysis to that in
Refs. [8,26,27], considering the two-step two-photon
excitation (TSTPE) as the dominant contribution to the
probe absorption for the higher-order terms of the probe
field, we solve the Heisenberg-Langevin equations iter-
atively to the fifth order of the mean value of the collective
atomic operators hσ21i, and get the expression for the probe
absorption coefficient with the consideration of the Doppler
broadening to be

αðΔ1Þ ∝
γ21

g1ha1i
Z

dvDðvÞImhσ21i

¼
Z

dvDðvÞ
�

γ212
γ212 þΔ2

1

−Re

�
γ12ðg2ha2iÞ2

ðγ12 þ jΔ1Þ2½γ13 þ jðΔ1 þΔ2Þ�
�
þ ðg1ha1iÞ2ðg2ha2iÞ2

4γ1γ2γ12γ23

γ223
γ223 þΔ2

2

�
γ212

γ212 þΔ2
1

	
2


; ð2Þ

where DðvÞ ¼ expð−v2=μ2Þ=ð ffiffiffi
π

p
μÞ is the normalized

Doppler distribution with μ being the root-mean-square
atomic velocity. It can be seen clearly that Eq. (2) is
essentially the same as that in Refs. [8,26,27], only with
g1ha1i and g2ha2i replaced by their Rabi frequencies in the
semiclassical density-matrix approach.
The entanglement feature of the pump and probe fields

with comparable intensity under different collisional
dephasing rates can be intuitively understood in terms of
the nonlinear interaction between the laser fields and atoms
shown in Fig. 1(b). The one-photon and multiphoton
excitation processes presented in Fig. 1(b) can be well
described by the three components in Eq. (2) for the probe
absorption. The first term comes from the traditional

one-photon linear absorption; the second is from the
lowest-order term in the pump field, which is the origin
of EIT; and the third term consists of a five-photon process,
representing the TSTPE. Clearly, both of the nonlinear
processes EIT and TSTPE have contributions to the
generation of the entanglement between the pump and
probe fields. As discussed in Ref. [10], the EIT process is
essentially a FWM process, which can be equivalently
regarded as a closed-loop light-atom interaction, and in the
present scheme, the FWM process involves the absorption
of one probe photon and one pump photon and subsequent
emission of one pump photon and one probe photon. Since
every probe photon absorption (emission) is always accom-
panied by absorbing (emitting) one pump photon, strong

(a) (b)

FIG. 1. (a) The ladder-type three-level atomic system driven by
a strong coherent pump field (a2) and a relatively weak probe
field (a1), where levels 1, 2, and 3 correspond, respectively, to the
levels 5S (F ¼ 3), 5P3=2, and 5D5=2 of the 85Rb atom. (b) The
one-photon, three-photon, and five-photon excitation processes
for the probe field absorption.
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quantum correlation and entanglement between the pump
and probe fields can be produced. In the same way, the
TSTPE process is essentially a six-wave mixing (SWM)
process, involving the simultaneous absorption (emission)
of one probe photon and one pump photon as well as the
absorption of another probe photon accompanied by the
emission of a further probe photon, which can also lead to
strong quantum correlation and entanglement between the
pump and probe fields.
However, as seen from Eq. (2), the second term has a

minus sign with respect to the first term, and the destructive
interference between the one-photon and three-photon
transition pathways results in EIT, which would trap atoms
in the level 1; subsequently, the FWM process as well as
the bipartite entanglement would be weakened due to the
EIT-induced reduction of population transfer, and even no
entanglement would exist if the dephasing rate γ13 were
zero, as evidenced in the Λ-type three-level atomic system
in Ref. [10]. On the contrary, the TSTPE term has the same
sign as the first term, and the constructive interference
between the one-photon and five-photon transition path-
ways results in EIA, which would strengthen the SWM
process as well as the bipartite entanglement between the
pump and probe fields with comparable intensity. More-
over, as analyzed in Ref. [8], the EIT term would decrease
much more quickly than the TSTPE term with increasing
the collisional decay rates due to the collisional decay rate
γ13p equal to the sum of γ12p and γ23p. This would lead to
the change of the probe field absorption at the two-photon
resonance from EIT to EIA, and subsequent enhancement
of the bipartite entanglement with the increase of the
collisional decay rates in a moderate range.
The above prediction is confirmed by solving the

Heisenberg-Langevin equations and coupled propagation
equations for the interaction of the two fields with atoms.
We use the similar analysis to that in Ref. [28] by writing
each atomic or field operator as the sum of its mean value
and a quantum fluctuation term to treat the atom-field
interaction. We consider the case that g2ha2i is larger thanffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
γ12γ13

p
, so the depletions of the pump and probe fields

can be safely neglected. To take into account the Doppler
broadening, we assume the number of atoms per unit
volume with velocity v is NðvÞ with the velocity distribu-
tion traditionally taken to be Maxwellian, and their con-
tributions to the total atomic operators are obtained by
integrating over the velocity distribution. Instead of using
the criterion proposed by Duan et al. [29] (a sufficient
criterion), we employ the necessary and sufficient criterion,
i.e., the positive partial transposition criterion, which is
stated in terms of the symplectic eigenvalues of the partially
transposed covariance matrix σ̃ [30,31], to test entangled
properties of the pump and probe fields. The symplectic
eigenvalues can be computed as the absolute value of the
eigenvalues of iΩσ̃ with Ω ¼ ð1

0
0
1
Þ ⊗ ð 0

−1
1
0
Þ, and the degree

of the bipartite entanglement can be quantified by the

smallest symplectic eigenvalue V12 [32]. If V12 is smaller
than 1, then genuine bipartite entanglement is present,
and the smaller V12 is, the higher the degree of the bipartite
entanglement becomes. In the following, we assume the
probe and pump fields to be initially in the coherent states
jα1i and jα2i, and the relevant parameters are scaled with m
and MHz and set according to the realistic experimental
conditions [33] with r ¼ 4.5 × 10−4, L ¼ 0.006, γ1 ¼ 3,
γ2 ¼ 0.5, the atomic saturation density n0 ¼ 8.5 × 1015, and
Doppler-broadened width Δw ¼ 530 at room temperature.
Figure 2 gives the main result of this study, where the

smallest symplectic eigenvalue V12 at zero Fourier fre-
quency and the probe absorption coefficient α with the
Doppler-broadening average as a function of the probe field
detuning Δ1 under different collisional decay rates γijp are
depicted on the left column (A) and right column (B),
respectively. Here, p represents the relative collisional
decay rate, which can be easily controlled by adding buffer
gas (e.g., Ne or Ar as in Refs. [4,6]) into the cell. It can be
seen from the right column (B) that, similar to the results in
Ref. [8], the line shape of the probe field absorption is
changed from EIT to EIA with the increase of γijp in a
moderate range. The most interesting thing is that on the
left column (A), the evolution of V12 almost exhibits an
inverse behavior as compared to the probe absorption
spectra. When there are no dephasing collisions [see p ¼ 0
in Fig. 2(a)], V12 is always smaller than 1 in the whole
Doppler-broadened range of the probe field detuning,

(a) (b)

FIG. 2. The dependences of V12 at zero Fourier frequency
(column A) and the probe absorption coefficient α (column B)
with the Doppler-broadening average on the probe field detuning
Δ1 with Δ2 ¼ 0 r ¼ 4.5 × 10−4, L ¼ 0.006, γ1 ¼ 3, γ2 ¼ 0.5,
α2 ¼ 5α1 ¼ 50, n0 ¼ 8.5 × 1015, Δw ¼ 530, γ12p ¼ γ23p ¼ 1p,
and γ13p ¼ γ12p þ γ23p ¼ 2p (p represents the relative collisional
decay rate) under different collisional decay rates p ¼ 0 (a),(e),
p ¼ 0.5 (b),(f), p ¼ 6 (c),(g), and p ¼ 20 (d),(h), respectively.
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which demonstrates the generation of genuine bipartite
entanglement between the pump and probe fields, and its
line shape is a superposition of a sharp inverted dip with
two narrow inverted peaks on its two sides superimposed
on the inverted Doppler-broadened background, which
results from the combination of EIT and TSTPE processes.
However, the generated bipartite entanglement at the two-
photon resonance is relatively weak due to the EIT effect.
With the increase of γijp, the line shape of V12 would
change from a narrow inverted dip into a distinct narrow
inverted peak [see Figs. 2(a)–2(c)]. When γijp is increased
to the order of the pump field Rabi frequency, a widely
broadened profile with a smaller reduction of V12 is
obtained. Obviously, dramatic enhancement of the entan-
glement can be achieved via incoherent collisions in a
moderate range. Further calculations show that the inverted
narrow entanglement peak in Fig. 2(c) moves according to
the pump field detuning and just stands where the condition
for the two-photon resonance is fulfilled, which clearly
demonstrates that the entanglement peak in Fig. 2(c) does
result from the collision-assisted one-photon and multi-
photon quantum interference.
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) depict the dependences of V12 and

α on the pump field amplitude α2 for the cases p ¼ 0 and
p ¼ 20. In this case, in order to keep the mean values
of atomic operators and intensity absorption rates of the
two fields nearly stable so as to compare the degrees of
entanglement under different field intensities, as done in
Ref. [10], the ratios of α2=α1, γ12;13;23=α1, and n=α1 are

kept fixed. As seen in Fig. 3(a), nearly no entanglement
would occur for both cases of p ¼ 0 and p ¼ 20 when the
pump field is relatively weak. With the increase of α2, there
would exist an optimal pump field intensity for achieving
the strongest entanglement. This is due to the fact that,
on one hand, the bipartite entanglement results from the
nonlinear interaction between the atoms and laser fields,
which would be enhanced with increasing the pump and
probe field intensities; on the other hand, as shown in
Fig. 3(b), the probe field absorption would decrease with
increasing α2, that is, the EIT effect would be strengthened,
which would trap the atoms in the level 1 and deteriorate
the generation of entanglement. The optimal pump field
intensity for the maximal degree of entanglement occurs
when the effects of the two nonlinear processes balances
each other. This can be further demonstrated by employing
a stronger pump field (α2 ¼ 30α1) with p ¼ 6 in Figs. 3(c)
and 3(d), where the narrow inverted entanglement peak in
Fig. 2(c) turns into an inverted dip in Fig. 3(c), and the
narrow probe absorption peak in Fig. 2(g) turns into a dip in
Fig. 3(d). It is clear that the degree of bipartite entanglement
would be dramatically reduced at the two-photon resonance
due to the stronger EIT effect associated with the higher
pump field intensity.
In order to be more conducive to guiding the experiment,

we present the dependences of V12 at zero Fourier
frequency and α on the probe field amplitude α1 with
fixed α2 ¼ 50 in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) and on the relative
collisional decay rate p in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d). It can be seen
from Fig. 4(a) that there also exists an optimal probe field

(a) (c)

(b) (d)

FIG. 3. The dependences of V12 at zero Fourier frequency
(a),(c) and α (b),(d) on the pump field amplitude α2 for the cases
p ¼ 0 (solid black lines) and p ¼ 20 (dashed red lines) with
Δ1 ¼ 0, α2 ¼ 5α1, n ¼ n0α1=10, and γ12;13;23 replaced by
γ12;13;23α1=10 (a),(b) and on the probe field detuning Δ1 with
p ¼ 6, α2 ¼ 30α1 (c),(d), and the other parameters are the same
as those in Fig. 2.

(a) (c)

(b) (d)

FIG. 4. The dependences of V12 at zero Fourier frequency
(a),(c) and α (b),(d) on α1 with fixed α2 ¼ 50 for the cases p ¼ 0
(solid black lines) and p ¼ 20 (dashed red lines) (a),(b) and on p
(c),(d) with Δ1 ¼ 0, and the other parameters are the same as
those in Fig. 2.
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amplitude for achieving a maximal degree of entanglement
for both p ¼ 0 and p ¼ 20, and apparent entanglement
enhancement can be obtainedwith the amplitude ratio α1=α2
in a moderate range (0.1 ∼ 0.3). Note that the decrease of
probe absorption with further increasing α1 in Fig. 4(b)
results from the nonlinear interaction between the two strong
fields and atoms, exhibiting the analog of CPT in theΛ-type
system. Moreover, as shown in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d), V12 is
almost decreased from 0.85 to 0.43 with the variation of p
from 0 to 20, accompanied by the increase of the probe field
absorption. Obviously, remarkable enhancement of entan-
glement can be realizedwith increasing the collisional decay
rates within a reasonable range that the depletions of the
pump and probe fields can be safely neglected.
In realistic experiments, the collisional decay rates

critically depend on both the added buffer gas pressure
and sample temperature, which can be easily controlled by
changing the buffer gas pressure in the cell, whereas the
total atomic number in the interaction volume (proportional
to the atomic density) would increase apparently with
the increase of the temperature. In order to successfully
observe the entanglement enhancement via incoherent
collisions, a suitable temperature and buffer gas pressure
should be employed; too high temperature and/or buffer gas
pressure would lead to the breakdown of the approximation
of neglecting the depletions of the pump and probe fields,
which may result in the weakness and even disappearance
of entanglement. For example, experimental conditions
with the pump and probe field powers of about tens of
milliwatts and Ne or Ar buffer gas pressure of several torr at
room temperature, may satisfy the parameters used for
Fig. 2(c). Since the absorption rate of the two fields would
display an exponential increase with respect to the total
atomic number in the interaction volume, one feasible way
for observing this effect at higher temperatures can be
achieved by adding limited Rb atoms into the cell, thereby
keeping the atomic density smaller than its saturation
density and the total atomic number in the interaction
volume nearly fixed, which is far superior to those using
cold atoms for experimental implementation [34–36].
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the enhancement

of entanglement between two bright light fields via
incoherent collisions in the traditional inhomogeneously
broadened ladder-type atomic system. The strengthened
entanglement results from the enhancement of constructive
interference and suppression of destructive interference
between one-photon and multiphoton transition pathways
with the increase of the collisional decay rates in a
moderate range. This method provides a promising alter-
native to generate and enhance nondegenerate continuous-
variable entanglement between two bright light beams via
incoherent collisions at room or higher temperatures,
and may find potential applications in practical quantum
information processing protocols.
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